Distinguished Mr. Dell and all teachers of Westerburg Vocational School,

We have arrived in Qingdao safely, we’ve brought back your hospitality,
sincerity and our wonderful memories in Germany, but still, our hearts seem
to linger in the beautiful green forests of Westerburg and don’t want to leave.

We arrived very early in the morning in Germany, Mr. Dell, Christine and
Christian came to the airport to meet us without having breakfast, and when
we left, Mr. Dell and Sonja saw us off at the airport without caring about their
tiredness of those days, all of this makes us deeply moved.

Because of the limit of time, we had a very short trip., but we saw that our
German friends from our sister school tried everything they could to let us
have a better understanding of German vocational education and your school,
also the politics , economy and cultural status of Westerburg. The schedule of
our trip was planed very reasonable, and the connections among various
activities were wonderful, we do know that Mr.Dell and the teachers put a lot
of thoughts and time in planning it, we appreciate it very much.

We are very glad that during the trip we could have opportunities to
introduce our city and our school to the German educators, we are also very
happy to see that many German teachers were so interested in Chinese
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vocational education and asked some questions during our presentation, all
these interactions and exchanges make this trip more successful and
meaningful.

We appreciate the party at Mr.Dell’s home, the relaxing and comfortable
atmosphere made us closer to each other.We have been talking about your
daughter, cute Sophie, any parents would be proud to have a baby like her,we
really hope to see her again.

Once again, we would like to say thank you to Mr. Dell and all teachers,
this is a successful , fruitful and wonderful trip in Germany.We especially
would like to thank Mr. Dell, Sonja, Christine, Markus, Christian, and our
translator Ms. Bai, thank you for your company, also our thanks goes to the
teacher who picked us up at the hotel every morning; the teacher who
introduced the collections of the books at the monastery; Dirk and Michael
who gave us the brilliant talent show. Please give our thanks to Mr.Dell’s wife
and wonderful neighbours who prepared the nice dinner for us. We do
appreciate each friend we met in Germany!

Of course, we should thank God for the fantastic weather, maybe God
was also moved by our two parties’ sincerity and would like to give us this
precious gift. :)
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Back to Qingdao, we are still thrilled. We can’t wait to see our German
friends again in Qingdao,we hope you can come very soon, then we can
reciprocate your hospitality that we received in Germany.

Our best wishes!

Chu WeiDong
Head master, Qingdao Foreign Affairs Service Vocational School.
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